ARE ELECTRIC VEHICLES THE WAY FORWARD?
With effect from 6 April 2020 there have been radical changes to the way salary sacrifice
cars are taxed where the emissions are ultra-low. We have outlined some of the key
changes in our Q&A document below:
What is a salary sacrifice car scheme?
A scheme whereby an employee can sacrifice an element of their monthly salary, in
exchange for a low emission vehicle.
What are the benefits?
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For an employee they will benefit from the use of a brand-new car at low cost which can
be paid via their salary. For an employer, you will save Employers National Insurance on
the amount an employee pays each month towards the car, it will also provide a method
of transport to work for those who are normally reliant on public transport.
How much can an employee spend on a car?
You can set the limit as to how much you allow your employees to sacrifice on their car.
Does the car have to be used solely by the employee?
No. The car can be used either by the employee’s family in addition, or solely by the
employee only.
Are electric cars included?
Electric cars are encouraged as from a tax perspective, and of course the environmental
impact, these have huge benefits. Set out below are the benefit in kind income tax rates
applicable for the employee depending on the emissions of the car they select:
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** Rate applies to diesel vehicles not meeting the RDE2 standard. For diesel-hybrids,
the Non-RDE2 4% diesel surcharge does not apply. All BIK rates apply to cars registered
since 1998. Source: HMRC 2019.
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Who owns the car?
The vehicle is leased through the Salary Sacrifice Car provider. They will often provide
the vehicle along with everything the employee needs such as insurance, the employee
simply needs to add fuel.
What about if an employee leaves?
Insurance is generally included within the scheme to ensure that you are not left with a
vehicle.
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How can I set up a scheme?
There are a number of different companies who offer Salary Sacrifice cars. We can
provide you with a recommendation based on our previous experience. We can also
work with your team and the selected supplier to support the scheme set up and
promotion to your employees.

